Investigation of Birmingham’s urban heat island using high-resolution numerical modelling
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Project description
Urban heat island (UHI) has recently attracted a great attention from government and public due to its impact on the issues such as thermal comfort (e.g. heat stress), mortality, energy consumption, urban planning etc.. One particular driver behind is climate change that is understood as an increase in both mean temperature and frequency of extreme scenarios such as heat waves. The 2003 heat wave in Europe indicated that most of the excess deaths during the period were in urban areas and were a direct result of the increased temperatures experienced in towns and cities. For this reason, amongst others, the study of UHI is becoming increasingly relevant. This studentship aims at developing a modelling technology that is capable of capturing local-scale climate variability and providing an insight into the generic processes which determine the magnitude and variability of the UHI. An advanced meteorological model will be adopted to cover the whole Birmingham with a nested domain to cover the city centre area. An on-going project, HiTemp, will create a unique climate facility for international urban climate research and will provide an excellent dataset (~200 sites) for the purpose of the model validation. The robustness of the models will be demonstrated through validations by analyzing the simulated results in comparison with the observations. Together with the HiTemp dataset, the modeling output will provide an insight to the generic processes that determine the urban heat island. The results of the project can be used as guidance to the mitigation to be adopted, for example by improved planning, for example, passive cooling, green roofs and trees. Such adaptations are essential to prevent a repeat of the devastating effects of the 2003 heatwave in the future.

Methodology
The research team at University of Birmingham has recently applied an energy balance model (Fig. 1) to derive the spatial pattern of urban heat island in Birmingham. This proposed study will adopt a well-developed meteorological model, the Regional Atmospheric Modeling System (RAMS). This model has been equipped with building resolving capability and but this capability has never been applied to an urban climate case. As the HiTemp project delivers temperature data with a very high density in Birmingham, this project provides an opportunity of evaluating the RAMS model. A series of simulations will be performed for some selected periods when the urban induced climate modification is likely to be most pronounced. The periods of the simulations will be determined by a data analysis of the high-density temperature dataset obtained from the HiTemp project. The robustness of the model will be demonstrated through model evaluation by analysing the simulated results in comparison with the observations. In addition, a series of simulations and sensitivity studies will be carried out to examine the influence of background meteorological conditions on spatial distributions of air temperature and UHI intensity.

Training
The goal of this project is to train the student to become a mature researcher with the expertise and skills in the areas of urban climate modelling. The University’s IT Services provide subject specific training, e.g. UNIX, parallel computation, computing languages (Matlab, R, and FORTRAN). Apart from receiving generic training from the University’s programme, the student will receive training on meteorological modelling. The lead supervisor has a connection to Dr Craig Tremback, the President of ATMET, USA, the developer of the RAMS model, and Dr Silva Trini Castelli at the National Research Council (CNR), Italy, who developed a turbulence scheme in the RAMS model for buildings. Communication between the student and the two scientists will benefit the research. In addition, frequent visits to the HiTemp sites will provide hands-on experience of observation.
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